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ABOUT
SAASTECH FASHION

Saas Tech Fashion is a well-established reputed Garments  buying house in 
Dhaka, Bangladesh. We have an experienced and  hardworking sales, procure-
ment & quality control team, which can provide you with a complete service 
supplying quality garments at competitive prices. Saas Tech Fashion Manage-
ment have strong integrity and accountability with professional well experience 
in this trade locally and globally with good reputation . The sum of our team is 
an efficient official for you to start with. Each customer's account is served and 
handled by an individual executive that is why our service is prompt for all the 
orders and enquiries simultaneously. We care for the new customer same that we 
do for our major customers, this is also one of the main ethics of our marketing 
and merchandising department. All of our executives are experienced and 
knowledgeable and can serve you on each of your requirements. The company is 
a Buying and Sourcing agency from Bangladesh offers its international buyers, 
the ultimate solution for sourcing excellent quality Garments, Apparel Accesso-
ries from Bangladesh and Internationally, and our valued expertise and experi-
ence in sourcing and technical fields have helped us gain an in-depth under-
standing of Garments, Apparels and Fashion Accessories. The company special-
izes in areas of competitive price, product development, production & timely 
deliveries, online & post production inspections, coordination & communication. 
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To be the most trusted and respected professional services firm 
recognized by our clients for delivering excellence.

Our unique vision , mission and values capture the essence of who we are and how we interact with one another. In addi-
tion, it speaks to how we go to market and our commitment to delivering excellence to our customer. 

Mission:

Vision:

Value:

To serve our customer by providing the highest quality professional services that address their business issue.
We attract, recruit, and retain the most knowledgeable and passionate professionals, as we provide a collaborative
culture the enables them to thrive professionally and personally. To serve our customer by providing the highest
quality professional services that address their business issue. We attract, recruit, and retain the most  knowledgeable
and passionate professionals, as we provide a collaborative culture the enables them to thrive professionally
and personally. 

OUR MISSION, VISION, VALUES:

Integrity – We do the right thing regardless of the consequence.
Pursuit of Excellence : We continually strive to exceed the expectations of our people and our customer.
Accountability : We take responsibility for individual and collective actions.
Collaboration : we work together to achieve and individual goals.
Passion : Our energy and enthusiasm contagious. We are inspired to make a lasting impact.
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WE WOULD
LIKE TO
OFFER

Value Added Product Sourcing. 

Integrated Supply Chain 

Mutually Beneficial Fair Business Trade 

Result Oriented Team 

Required And Acceptable Quality Product. 

Unbeatable Price For Fashion Trend. 

Timely Delivery Of The Product. 

Sourcing Knowledge.
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CORE
VALUES

Our Customer: We put our customers at the forefront recognizing & 
respecting their values; with a view to always meet their requirements and 
making their sourcing a valuable one.

Personnel: We commit ourselves to ensure that our people grow within 
the business. We believe in their loyalty, team spirit and legitimate aspirations for
always being successful.

Leadership: We demonstrate decisive leadership and fast management 
reaction to secure maximum advantages of changes.

Responsibility: We recognize and always honor the investment of our
customers, as well as our ethical and social responsibilities. We respect our 
environment and it’s protection. We compete on quality, service and value. 
We build our competitive edge on superior innovation and customer 
responsiveness. 

Excellence: We compete on quality, service and value. We build our com- petitive edge
on superior innovation and customer responsiveness. We 
have a passion for excellence and our intention is to simply be the best.

Competitive Prices: SAAS TECH FASHION is able to offer world class service 
at a very competitive price. R.M.J have experts in other supply countries to 
follow their exclusive costing structure to precision. This helps to negotiate 
better prices from all vendors to suit the customer needs and desire.
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OUR
SERVICES

Supplier Credibility: SAAS TECH FASHION developing team take great care to ensure the quality, desired weight,
construction and color, we evaluate the capacity and capability of every factory. SAAS TECH FASHION also check
environmental control, safety laws, labor practices and adherence to labor laws. We make sure that our supplier can meet our
requirements when it comes to reaching the average number of pieces produced as  per buyer’s requirement at a given period
of time to meet schedule.

Sourcing: SAAS TECH FASHION maintains strong exclusive relationships with many of the yarn and fabric mills and the
accessories suppliers. Upon placement of orders, we check right way and control the quality of all garment inputs such as yarn,
fabric, accessories, labeling and coordinates timing of their procurement and its timely delivery. We let buyers choose and decide
what kind of accessories and labels to use as far as style, color, design etc.

Sampling: We develop and provide samples as per buyers design, fabric quality, weight, shrinkage, color fastness, specifications
etc. to obtain buyers approval before heading to production through our professional staff of Merchandisers and Quality 
Controllers who always keep a close check on sampling and production.

Quality Control / Assurance: Our Quality Controllers visit the factory regularly to make sure we meet our buyer’s
requirements. Our quality control personnel are stationed at all manufacturing sites to ensure that all production will meet
according to buyer’s requirement. We always want to deliver satisfaction to our customers; we monitor the order from sourcing
of raw materials and accessories to production and up to the final shipment of goods. We also monitor and report the status of the
order to the buyer with systematic follow up on each and every stage.

Packaging: Only approved goods are packed and buyer is assured of getting quality merchandise. Care is also taken to see
whether all packing instructions of the buyer are respected.

Shipment/Cargo Handling: All shipping documents are reviewed and verified as per buyer instruction. All cargo is handled
by reputable forwarder to obtain correct information regarding ETD and ETA of vessels because time delivery is as important for
us as it is to the buyer.



OUR PRODUCED PRODUCTS:BOTTOM...
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OUR PRODUCED PRODUCTS:BOTTOM...
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SHIRTS...
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JACKETS...
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KNIT WEAR...
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FLAT KNIT...
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IN HOUSE SAMPLE SECTION..
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THANK YOU
FOR BEING WITH 

SAAS TECH FASHION


